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Data Collection in the Implementation and Processing of our Services 
and Tasks.

1 Preamble 

Oberhuber Jenal Attorneys at Law (hereinafter “Company”) processes 
information and personal data that refers to you (hereinafter “Data  
Subject”).

Basically, such information is processed by the Company in the context  
of existing or intended business relations, including the use of a website. 

The Company seeks the best possible protection of your personal data. 
Controller within the meaning of the European Union’s General Data  
Protection Regulation GDPR (hereinafter “GDPR”) is Oberhuber Jenal 
Attorneys at Law, Wuhrstrasse 14, LI-9490 Vaduz.

2 Data Processing Purposes

We process personal data from our clients for the following purposes:
– activities pursuant to the Lawyers Act, the Persons and Company Act 

and the Civil Code in particular:
– legal services;
– legal representation against authorities and in court proceedings;
– correspondence;
– compliance with legal requirements in connection with the Lawyers Act, 

the Persons and Company Act, and the Civil Code.
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3 Data Categories

In our data directories, the following data categories are directly 
processed in accordance with Art. 9 GDPR to perform our activities  
within the scope of purposes listed under 2:

Data Category Data Description Data Recipient

Client and  
address data

Name, company, date of 
birth, home and / or business 
address, nationality, 
occupation, telephone  
number, email address

e. g. courts and authorities, 
external service providers 
(e. g. banks, asset managers, 
auditors), opponents 

Identification 
Data

Identification documents, 
e. g. passport or identity card 
copies, utility bills, tax num-
bers, death certificates;  
authentication data, e. g. 
signature samples

e. g. courts and authorities, 
external service providers 
(e. g. banks, asset managers, 
auditors), opponents 

Mandate  
information

e. g. corporate documents, 
personal facts, contracts 
and other legal documenta-
tion, bank documents, corre-
spondence, due diligence  
documents, tax data, resolu-
tions by bodies

Liechtenstein authorities 
and courts

Correspondence Client orders, general 
correspondence

e. g. courts and authorities, 
external service providers 
(e. g. banks, asset managers, 
auditors), opponents

Data of legal 
entities

Articles of incorporation,  
by-laws, certificates,  
mandate agreements, 
signatory powers

e. g. courts and authorities, 
external service providers 
(e. g. banks, asset managers, 
auditors), opponents

Tax Data FATCA-, AIA-, LDF 
information

e. g. courts and authorities, 
external service providers 
(e. g. banks, asset managers, 
auditors), opponents
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4 Access to and Forwarding of Data

Personal data of clients are processed by us exclusively for the fulfilment 
of our contractual, statutory and supervisory duties for the purposes 
specified under 2.

For this purpose, the following parties may receive personal data:
– Legal counterparties, authorities and courts
– external service providers and parties (such as banks, asset managers, 

insurance Company, lawyers, auditors, suppliers, dealers, transport 
Company, subcontractors or other cooperation partners; associations, 
public-interest institutions); the forwarding of data to us by third party 
service providers only takes place with the express consent of the client.

If we have to fulfil legal or supervisory requirements, the following parties 
in particular may receive personal data:

– official bodies and public authorities (e. g. supervisory authorities, courts);
– public prosecutor’s office, police, tax authorities

5 Data Origin

The data is collected directly (e. g. in meetings or correspondence with  
clients; internal background and due diligence checks) and in part by 
third-party service providers (such as banks, asset managers, auditors).

6 Data Retention Period

Personal data will be processed and stored during the given mandate, 
unless there are special shorter deletion periods. After termination of the 
mandate these data will be stored for at least 10 years due to statutory 
provisions (Persons and Company Act, Lawyers Act, Civil Code). Longer 
storage of data occurs exclusively on the basis of statutory or contrac-
tual storage requirements or for evidence purposes with regard to time-
barring laws.
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7 Automated Decision-Making (Art. 22 GDPR)

There is no automated evaluation of your data. Should such procedures 
be used in individual cases, we inform our clients to the extent required 
by law.

8 Your Rights

Right to Information
You have the right to request information about your personal data  
that is stored by the Company. A request for information, together with 
proof of identity, must be sent in writing to the Controller.

Upon receipt of your request for information, you will be informed within 
the statutory period of 30 days if the company follows your request.  
The information may be refused, restricted or postponed to the extent 
required by law or due to the prevailing interest of a third party or the 
company the request is addressed to.

The request for information may be combined with a request for recti-
fication or erasure of data.

Right to Rectification or Erasure
You have the right to request, in writing and free of charge, the rectifi-
cation or erasure of your personal data, insofar as these are incorrect 
or stored or processed without good reason. A reasoned request for 
recti fication or erasure must be sent to the Controller, accompanied by  
a proof of identity.

Your request for rectification or erasure will be processed upon receipt 
within a reasonable time. Thereafter, the completion of your request for 
rectification or erasure will be confirmed to you.
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Erasure may be prevented by legal regulations. In such a case, the 
Company will process your personal data only to the extent necessary  
to comply with the statutory requirements.

Right of Objection or Cancellation
You have the right to object in writing, in whole or in part, to the proces-
sing of your personal data or to cancel your consent to the processing 
of such data. The objection or cancellation must be addressed in writing 
to the Controller.

The receipt of your objection or cancellation will be confirmed to you and 
thereafter the concerned data will be deleted.

To comply with an objection or cancellation may be contrary to statutory 
regulations. In such a case, the Company will process your personal data 
only to the extent necessary to comply with the statutory requirements.

Right to Restriction
You have the right to restrict the processing of your personal data with 
regard to the transmission of such data to third parties. An application 
for restriction must be sent in writing to the Controller accompanied by 
proof of identity.

The receipt of your application for restriction will be confirmed and your 
application will be completed within a reasonable time.

Such restriction may conflict with legal regulations. In such a case,  
the Company will only transmit your personal data to third parties to 
the extent necessary to comply with the statutory requirements.

Right to Complaint
You have the right to file a complaint with the competent Liechtenstein 
supervisory authority. You may also contact another supervisory authori-
ty of an EU or EEA Member State, for example at your place of residence 
or work or at the place of the alleged infringement.
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The contact details of the Data Protection Authority in Liechtenstein are 
as follows:

Liechtenstein Data Protection Authority
Städtle 38
P. O. Box 684
LI-9490 Vaduz
T +423 236 60 90
info.dss@llv.li

9 Contact

For questions regarding data protection and data processing, please 
contact the Controller in writing. You can contact the Controller  
as follows:

Oberhuber Jenal 
Rechtsanwälte AG
Wuhrstrasse 14
LI-9490 Vaduz
T +423 237 70 80
info@oberhuberjenal.li


